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TechNIcaL DaTa

INDILUX®-D/DS 

LED-FLoor stanDing LuminairE

Surface: anodized with footplate in

raL 7015 [slate gray, matt] or all parts in

raL 9016 [traffic white, glossy]

Power: approx. 2 × 45 W

Light colour, Luminous flux: 

4 000 K [Cri, ra: 80], approx. 2 × 5 000 lm

Dimmable:

D: rocker switch

DS: With rotationally symmetrical sensor 

for lighting control based on daylight 

levels with automatic cut-out and  

integrated motion detector, with 

push-button for desired level settings 

and manual regulation.

article numbers:

D: without sensor 

anodized: 1322E-4030-0827

white: 1322W-4030-0827

DS: with sensor

anodized: 1323E-4030-0824

white:  1323W-4030-0824

additional types available on request

The INTeLLIgeNT FLoor STaNDINg LUmINaIre

Floor standing luminaire inDiLuX®-D/-Ds with symmetrical beam pattern with 
LED of the latest generation for an efficient and energy saving lighting solu-
tion. the two lighting housings are completely revolving and enable the po-
sitioning of the luminaires in positions normally regarded as unfavourable. 
the direct lighting component with acrylic diffuser and conical de-glaring 
prism [CDP] provides zonal illumination; the indirect component provides 
ceiling illumination in order to create the ambient lighting. 

Lighting head and tubular upright in aluminium profile, footplate in steel 
powder-coated. the luminaire is in two different surfaces available: Lighting 
head and tubular upright natural anodised with footplate raL 7015 [slate 
gray, matt] or all parts raL 9016 [traffic white, glossy]. Connecting cable 
2.5 m with type 12 plug. the luminaire is supplied in 3 parts [footplate, up-
right, housing] and is easy to assemble.
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